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Create Authentic Asian Inspired Cuisine with
SeasonRite® Systems from AFS!
Consumers are becoming more adventurous in their
food choices, looking to international cuisines for exotic
spices and new flavor combinations. Korean foods,
packed with unique, bold flavors that combine sweet,
sour, savory and spicy, satisfy consumers’ culinary
curiosity and are quickly becoming one of the hottest
trends in the food industry. Advanced Food Systems
has expanded the SeasonRite® product lines of
flavored functional ingredients to offer an array of
Korean inspired marinades, sauces, dressings, soups
and seasoning bases that are packed with authentic
flavor, while enhancing the texture and appearance of
the final product.
Marinades
Blended with traditional Korean spices and functional
ingredients, SeasonRite® Marinades add flavor,
increase juiciness and enhance the appearance of fully
cooked then frozen beef, chicken and pork. The final
product is freeze-thaw stable and can be used in
entrees and wraps. Available flavor profiles include
beef bulgogi and spicy BBQ.

acid notes. The dressings can be used to add bold
flavor to green salads, cold noodle salads or wraps. In
addition to Korean Vinaigrette, AFS offers several
other dressings with Asian flavor profiles, or one can
be custom developed for you.
Soups
SeasonRite® Soup Base can be used to create cookup, freeze-thaw stable or instant soups. The kimchi
flavored base produces a finished soup with the spicy,
garlic and acid notes that are associated with
traditional kimchi.
Seasonings & Flavors
SeasonRite® Seasonings & Flavors are unique dry
flavoring systems for meat, poultry, seafood,
vegetables and side dishes. Designed to coat the
substrate evenly, they provide consistent flavor
throughout the finished product. They are available in
a multitude of flavor profiles, or one can be custom
developed for your application.
All of these products are dry bases that combine flavor
and function in one economical, easy to use system.
The bases require minimal storage and help maximize
process efficiencies. They are an excellent choice for
creating authentic Korean dishes!

Sauces
SeasonRite® Sauce Bases are designed to create
flavored sauces that can be used provide authentic
Korean flavors to various types of food products. The
SeasonRite® Korean BBQ sauces can be used to
marinate meat (beef, chicken or pork) before cooking
and / or brushed on the meat during grilling to further
enhance flavor impact. These sauces can also be
used to create frozen entrees or used as condiments
or as dipping sauces. Available flavor profiles include
bulgogi, spicy BBQ and kimchi. Custom or additional
flavors can also be developed.
Dressings
SeasonRite® Korean Vinaigrette Dressing Base is a
great choice for cold make-up, shelf-stable dressings.
The finished dressing has a savory soy and sesame
flavor profile with just the right balance of sweet and

For additional information on our products, please contact Technical
Service at (800) 787-3067 or lab@afsnj.com.
Advanced Food Systems, Inc.: developers and manufacturers of
custom ingredient systems for the perfect balance of flavor and
texture!

